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FINITE-TO-ONE MAPS AND OPEN EXTENSIONS OF MAPS

J. K. KOHLI

ABSTRACT.  In the class of p-spaces it is shown that (a) infinite

weight is not lowered by finite-to-one maps which are open except at fi-

nitely many points, (b) metrizability is inversely preserved under finite-

to-one maps which are open except at finitely many points.

Proizvolov [6] showed that if the domain is a p-space, then weight'

is not lowered by open finite-to-one maps.  In [3] Coban showed that in the

class of p-spaces, metrizability is inversely preserved under open finite-

to-one maps.  In [5] we obtained some improvements of these results.

Proizvolov's theorem was extended to show that in the class of Cech com-

plete spaces, weight is preserved by finite-to-one maps which are open ex-

cept at finitely many points, and Coban's result was extended to show that

in the class of p-spaces, metrizability is inversely preserved under finite-

to-one maps which are open except at finitely many points.  Here we extend

as follows these results of Proizvolov and Coban, essentially the same

proof working for each of the respective generalizations.

Theorem.   Let f be a finite-to-one map of a p-space X onto a p-space

Y  such that f is open except at finitely many points.   Then weight X <

weight V.  // Y  is metrizable, so is X.

For the sake of completeness and to acquaint the reader with terminol-

ogy and notation, we quote the following definition and results from [4].

Let / be a function, not necessarily continuous, from a topological

space X into a topological space  Y.  We call a point x £ X  and its image

f(x) £ Y singular points of X and Y, respectively, if there is an open set U of X

containing x whose image f{U) is not a neighbourhood of fix). The function / is

open just in case there are no singular points of X (or equivalently of Y).
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For each singular point x of X, let  y    be a copy of  Y.  Let W = X ©

(rxjy ), where the second disjoint topological sum is taken over all singular

points of X.   By identifying each singular point x £ X (with  X thought of as

a subset of W) with its image f{x) (as a point of  Y    C W), we arrive at a

í*
quotient space X    of W.  The inclusion map  i  : X —» W  composes with the

quotient map  q:   W —» X    to give an embedding of X into  X  .  Hence X    may

be considered as a superspace of X.

Let /,   from  W onto   Y be the function whose restriction to  X  is / and

whose restriction to each   Y    is the identity map of  y    onto   y.   Then the

unique function /   : X   —» y   satisfying /     o   o = /,   is an open extension of

/.  If / is continuous, then the function  /     is continuous.

Throughout the paper, S  will denote the set of singular points of X, and

the symbols X  , /   , o  will have the same meaning as in the above paragraphs.

The set of natural numbers with discrete topology will be denoted by  N; fot

any space A, ßA   will denote its Stone-Cech compactification.

From here onward all the spaces are assumed to be completely regular

and T., and all maps are assumed to be continuous onto. Therefore, X is

completely regular and T.  (see [4, 1.3]).

Proof of Theorem.  Since / is finite-to-one, and since the set S is finite,

/   : X   —> y  is an open finite-to-one map.   The Theorem follows immediately

from the results mentioned in the beginning of this paper and the following lemma.

Lemma. // X and Y are p-spaces, and if the set S is finite, then X is

a p-space.

Proof. First we show that q{X) and each q{Y ) ate C-embedded in X .

Let g be any continuous real-valued function on a(X). Let g be the exten-

sion of g to  X     which takes the constant value giqix „})  on  q{Y    )   for each
'V,     ( _ %   CL

xa £ S.  Then  g   is continuous.  Hence  q{X)  is C=embedded in  X  .  Now, let

h  be any continuous real-valued function on  q{Y ).  Then  h = h o 1    o /   ,

where /    is the open extension of / and   1    is the identity map of  y onto

q{Y ), is a continuous extension of h  to  X  .

Now, since q{X)   and q{Y )   ate C-embedded in  X  , clo^» a(X) = ßq{X)

and cl^. q{Yj = ßq{Yx)  fot each  x £ S.  Hence  /3X* = ßq{X) U HJßqiY¿),

where the second union is taken over the set S.

Moreover, since the set S is finite, ßX is obtained from ßW by identi-

fying each singular point x £ X (with X thought of as a subset of ßW) with

its image f{x) (as a point of  Yx C ßW).

In view of the above remarks and mathematical induction, it is enough
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to prove the Lemma when  S  is a singleton, say, S - \x\.   Thus, in this case

X* = a(X) U q{Yx)  and, hence, ßX* = /3fl(X)U ßq{Yj.  Since X   and  y   are

p-spaces [2], there exist featherings  \p¿\ieN   and  SpîeN  of qiX)  and  q{Y)

respectively.  Let (i, j) € N x N  and let  U £ pj U p2.  If q{x) 4 U, let  U =

U.  If q(x) £ U £ p1 , let  U = U U V, where o(x)  e  V 6 p2.  If fl(x) £ U £ p2,

let 17 = U U W, where fl(x) elfe p*J. Let p.. = \U: U e pL{u pi.  Then p..

is an open cover of X    in  ßX .  Now we proceed to show that íp¿. !..    \eNxN

is a feathering of X .  Let p £ X    be any point.   The following cases arise.

Case I.   The set  q~  (p) = jx, /(x)i.   Then

St(p, p..) = St(p, p?) u St(p, p2).
r,; r z r-;

Therefore,

fX) OO

n st(p, p..) = st(p, p]) u n st(p, p2),
7=1 ,=1

and hence,

00    00 / °°

n rist(p, p..) = ( n stip, p\
2=1   7=1 \2 = 1

U|   fl St(p, p2) j  Ç fl(X) u  qiY ) = X*.

V-i ; /

Case II.   The set q~  (p) = !xai, where xa£ X  and x 4 xa.  Then

St(p, pACStip,  p¡)  U   Stiqifix)),  p2).

Therefore,

OO oo /   OO \

n n st(p, p..)ç( n sap, p¡)\
2=1 7=1 \i=i        /

u fl st(fl(/(x)), p2)   Çfl(x) u a(y ) = x*.

V-i /
Case III.   The set q~ l{p) = \y\, where y e  V^   Then

Stip, pA Ç Stip, p2) U St{q{x), p;!).

Therefore,
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co       oo /   oo \

n n st(p, p..)ç( n stip, pp)
z = 1  7 = 1 \/ = l j

(CO \

fl   Stiqix), p])\  Ç qiX) U   qiYx) =  X*.

2 = 1 /

Thus  \p . A, ■    \eNxN  is a feathering of X  .  Hence  X     is a p-space.

An alternative proof for the last part of the Theorem is given in [5].  In

Example 3.5 of [5], / is a one-to-one map of a hereditarily paracompact Haus-

dorff nonmetrizable space onto a compact metric space which is open except

at one point.   Therefore the open extension /   : X   —> y is at most a two-to-

one map of a hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff nonmetrizable space onto a

compact metric space.   Thus the hypothesis on X being a p-space cannot be re-

moved, either from the above Theorem or from the original theorems of Proiz-

volov and Coban.

We do not know whether the inequality (weight X < weight y) in the above

Theorem can be strengthened to equality.    However, if, in addition, y  is a

Borel space (in particular, if  y  is a Cech complete space) or a subset of a

perfectly normal compact space, then a theorem of Arhangel skil [l] ensures

the equality in the above theorem.   Further, it may be observed that while

the weight is not increased under open maps, it may be increased under maps

which are open except at finitely many points.   For, let X = N, Y = N U [pi,

where p £ ßN - N.  Let / be the map such that /(l) = p  and f{n) - n - 1   for

72 > 1.  Then  /isa one-to-one map of a metric space onto a hereditarily para-

compact space which is open except at one point and weight  y > weight X

= V
Finally,  the  author wishes  to  thank  the referee for many  suggestions

which have considerably improved the earlier presentation of the paper.
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